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Abstract—Here, the method proposed in [13] for constructing minimal-length

checking sequences based on distinguishing sequences is improved. The

improvement is based on optimizations of the state recognition sequences and

their use in constructing test segments. It is shown that the proposed improvement

further reduces the length of checking sequences produced from minimal,

completely specified, and deterministic finite state machines.
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1 INTRODUCTION

FINITE state machines (FSMs) have been used to model many types
of systems, including control circuits [11], pattern matching
systems, machine learning systems, and communication protocols
[1], [4]. FSM-based modeling techniques are also often employed in
defining the control structure of a system specified using
languages such as SDL [2], Estelle [3], and State Charts [7].
Principles of testing an implementation I of a system modeled as
an FSM M can be found in sequential circuit and switching system
testing literature [5], where determining, under certain assump-
tions, whether I is a correct implementation of M is referred to as a
fault detection experiment. This experiment consists of applying an
input sequence (derived from M) to I, observing the actual output
sequence produced by I in response to the application of the input
sequence, and comparing the actual output sequence with the
expected output sequence. The applied input sequence and the
expected output sequence form a checking sequence.

Given an FSM M that models the required behavior of an

implementation I, it is common to assume that I behaves like some

unknown FSM (i.e., a “black box”) with the same input and output

sets as M and that the faults in I do not increase the number of

states in I, but may alter the output and destinations of transitions

in I. A further common assumption is that M is minimal,

completely specified, and represented by a strongly connected

digraph [8].
During the construction of a checking sequence from M, the

following steps must be carried out in order to verify the correct

implementation of each state transition of M by I (say, from state sj
to state sk under input x),

1. Before the application of x, I must be transferred to the
state recognized as state sj,

2. The output produced by I in response to the application of
x must be as specified in M,

3. The state reached by I after the application of x must be
recognized as sk.

Steps 2 and 3 are collectively called a test segment for the transition.
Clearly, a crucial part of testing the correct implementation of

each transition is recognizing the starting and terminating states of

the transition. The recognition of a state of an FSM M can be
achieved by a distinguishing sequence which is an input sequence
for which the output sequence produced by M in response to this
input sequence is different for each state of M [5]. It is known that a
distinguishing sequence may not exist for every minimal FSM
[5] and determining the existence of a distinguishing sequence
of an FSM is PSPACE-complete [9]. Nevertheless, based on
distinguishing sequences, a variety of methods for the con-
struction of checking sequences have been proposed in the
literature [5], [6], [8], [12], [13], [14]. An excellent survey on
testing FSMs is given by Lee and Yannakakis [10]. However,
the particular problem of constructing minimal length checking
sequences remains open [6], [13].

This paper considers the problem of generating a minimal
length checking sequence in the presence of a distinguishing
sequence and improves the work of Ural et al. [13] by modifying it
in two ways, each contributing to a reduction in the length of the
checking sequence produced. These two modifications are related
to extending the definition and the use of �-sequences, which are
state recognition sequences such that each �-sequence recognizes a
subset of states of a given FSM. First, the notion of �-sequences [13]
is extended to �0-sequences. The essential difference between
�-sequences and �0-sequences is that an �-sequence, �k, must end
in a section from within its own body while an �0-sequence �0k can
end in a section from within the body of some other �0-sequence

�0k0 . It is shown in this paper that �0-sequences have two main
advantages: �0-sequences may be shorter than �-sequences and the
use of �0-sequences increases the set of checking sequences over
which optimization occurs.

A second improvement is the use of �0-sequences in forming test
segments for some transitions. Ural et al. form a test segment for
each transition of the given FSM by explicitly appending a
distinguishing sequence at the end of the transition to verify the
state reached by the transition. Since an �0-sequence starts with a
distinguishing sequence, its use in a checking sequence for state
recognition eliminates the need for the explicit use of distinguish-
ing sequences for state recognition and, hence, further reduces the
length of the resulting checking sequence.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides
an overview of related material. Section 3 then describes the new
approach, contrasting it with that in [13], applies both approaches
to an example, and compares these approaches. Section 4 gives the
conclusions.

2 PRELIMINARIES

A finite state machine (FSM) is a quintuple M ¼ ðS;X; Y ; �; �Þ,
where S is a finite set of states, X is a finite set of inputs, Y is a finite
set of outputs, � is a state transition function that maps S �X to S,
and � is an output function that maps S �X to Y. Functions � and
� can be extended to take input sequences in the normal way [13].
s1 2 S is considered as the initial state of M. States si; sj 2 S, i 6¼ j,
are equivalent if, for every input sequence I 2 X�, �ðsi; IÞ ¼ �ðsj; IÞ.
M is minimal if there is no pair of states si; sj 2 S, i 6¼ j, that is
equivalent.

M can be represented by a digraph G ¼ ðV ;EÞ, where vertex set
V ¼ fv1; v2; . . . ; vng represents the set S of states of M, jSj ¼ n, and
an edge e ¼ ðvj; vk;x=yÞ 2 E represents a transition from state sj to
state sk with input x 2 X and output y 2 Y . Here, vj and vk are the
head and tail of e, denoted head(e) and tail(e), respectively, and
input/output (i/o pair) x/y is the label of e, denoted label(e). A path

P ¼ ðn1; n2;x1=y1Þðn2; n3; x2=y2Þ . . . ðnrÿ1; nr;xrÿ1=yrÿ1Þ, r > 1, of G
is a finite sequence of (not necessarily distinct) adjacent edges in E,
where each node ni represents a vertex from V; n1 and nr are the
head and tail of P, denoted head(P) and tail(P), respectively; and
ðx1=y1Þðx2=y2Þ . . . ðxrÿ1=yrÿ1Þ is the label of P, denoted label(P). For
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convenience, P will be represented by ðn1; nr; I=OÞ, where label(P)

= I/O is the IO-sequence ðx1=y1Þðx2=y2Þ . . . ðxrÿ1=yrÿ1Þ, input

sequence I ¼ ðx1x2 . . .xrÿ1Þ is the input portion of I/O, and output

sequence O ¼ ðy1y2 . . . yrÿ1Þ is the output portion of I/O. G is

strongly connected, if for all vi; vj 2 V , there is a path from vi to vj.

The cost (or length) of an edge is the number of i/o pairs in the label

of the edge. The cost (or length) of path P is the sum of the costs of

edges in P. The concatenation of two sequences (or paths) P and Q

is denoted by PQ.
Digraph G0 ¼ ðV 0; E0Þ is a subgraph of G ¼ ðV ;EÞ if V 0 � V and

E0 � E. Digraph G ¼ ðV ;EÞ is symmetric if every vertex v 2 V has

the same number of edges from E entering it as leaving it. A rural

postman path (RPP) from vi to vj over E0 � E in G ¼ ðV ;EÞ is a path

from vi to vj that includes all edges of E0. A rural Chinese postman

path (RCPP) from vi to vj over E0 � E in G ¼ ðV ;EÞ is a minimum-

cost RPP. A tour is a path that starts and terminates at the same

vertex. A Euler tour of G ¼ ðV ;EÞ is a tour that contains every edge

in E exactly once.
Consider a minimal FSM M ¼ ðS;X; Y ; �; �Þ represented by

strongly connected digraph G ¼ ðV ;EÞ. A transfer sequence T of M

from state si to state sj is the label of a path from si to sj. A

distinguishing sequence of M is an input sequence D for which the

output sequence produced by M in response to D identifies the

state of M: for all si; sj 2 S, i 6¼ j, �ðsi;DÞ 6¼ �ðsj;DÞ. Let �ðMÞ be

the set of FSMs that have at most n states and the same input and

output sets as M and suppose M� 2 �ðMÞ. M and M� are equivalent

if and only if, for every state in M, there is a corresponding

equivalent state in M� and vice versa. A checking sequence of M is an

IO-sequence I/O starting at a specific state of M that distinguishes

M from any M� 2 �ðMÞ that is not equivalent to M.

Let D denote a distinguishing sequence of M and let an

IO-sequence Q of M be the label of a path

P ¼ ðn1; nr;QÞ ¼ ðn1; n2;L1Þðn2; n3;L2Þ . . . ðnrÿ1; nr;Lrÿ1Þ

of G (cf. Fig. 1a). Hence, Q ¼ L1L2 . . .Lrÿ1, where r > 1, Lj ¼ xj=yj,
1 � j � rÿ 1. It is shown in [13] that if every edge of G is verified

in the IO-sequence Q, then Q is a checking sequence of M that

starts at v1.
In the following, we recall the definitions of recognition of a

node ni of P in Q as some state of M and verification of an edge

e ¼ ða; b;x=yÞ of G in Q given in [13].

Definition 1. A node ni of P is d-recognized in Q as some state a of M

if ni is the head of a subpath of P whose label is an IO-sequence

D=�ða;DÞ.
Definition 2. Suppose that ðnq; ni;T Þ and ðnj; nk;T Þ are subpaths of P

and D=�ða;DÞ is a prefix of T and, thus, nodes nq and nj are

d-recognized in Q as state a of M. Suppose also that node nk is

d-recognized in Q as some state a0 of M. Then, node ni is

t-recognized in Q as state a0 of M .

Definition 3. Suppose that ðnq; ni;T Þ and ðnj; nk;T Þ are subpaths of P

such that nodes nq and nj are either d-recognized or t-recognized in Q

as some state a of M and node nk is either d-recognized or

t-recognized in Q as some state a0 of M. Then, node ni is

t-recognized in Q as state a0 of M .

If node ni of P is d-recognized or t-recognized in Q as some state

a of M, then it is said to be recognized as state a. A node of P is said

to be recognized if it is recognized as some state a.
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Fig. 1. Path P ¼ ðn1; nr;QÞ, (b) d-recognition, (c) and (d) t-recognition, (e) edge verification, (f) test segment for edge e ¼ ða; b; x=yÞ.



Definition 4. An edge e ¼ ða; b; x=yÞ of G is verified in Q if there is a

subpath ðni; niþ1;xi=yiÞ of P such that ni and niþ1 are recognized in

Q as states a and b of M and xi=yi ¼ =y.

Thus, for edge e to be verified in Q, it is sufficient for P to contain a

subpath ðni; nj; ðxDÞ=�ða; xDÞÞ with head ððni; nj; ðxDÞ=�ða; xDÞÞÞ
recognized in Q as a.

Definition 5. The subpath ðni; nj; ðxDÞ=�ða; xDÞÞ of P used to verify e

is called the test segment for e.

Fig. 1 depicts the notions captured by the definitions above.

3 CHECKING SEQUENCE CONSTRUCTION

The problem studied in this paper is defined as follows:

Given a strongly connected digraph G ¼ ðV ;EÞ representing

a minimal FSM M with distinguishing sequence D, find a

minimum-length path P of G such that every edge of G is

verified in label(P) = Q. By definition, for an edge e ¼
ða; b;x=yÞ of G to be verified in label(P) = Q, it is

sufficient for the following conditions to be satisfied: 1) P

contains a test segment ðni; nj; ðxDÞ=�ða; xDÞÞ for e and

2) headððni; nj; ðxDÞ=�ða; xDÞÞÞ is recognized in Q as state a of M. If

conditions 1) and 2) hold for every edge of G, then every transition

of M is verified in Q. Thus, Q is a checking sequence of M that

starts at v1 (Theorem 1, [13]).

3.1 An Existing Solution

The proposed solution to this problem is an enhancement of the

solution given in [13] where, first, a digraph G0 ¼ ðV 0; E0Þ is

obtained by augmenting the given digraph G ¼ ðV ;EÞ, represent-

ing an FSM M, with a set of edges ðE�Þ that recognize each state,

and a set of edges ðECÞ that verifies each transition. A checking

sequence is then derived from G0 ¼ ðV 0; E0Þ as the label of a path P

constructed by combining elements of these two sets of edges in a

judicious manner [13]. The enhancements to the solution in [13]

will be given after the steps of the solution in [13] are outlined as

follows.
Edges in E� are constructed such that the label of each edge (an

�-sequence) recognizes a subset of the states of M and that each

state of M is recognized at least once by the labels of the edges in

E�. The construction of E� is facilitated by forming a set of paths

P1; . . . ; Pq of G, where each path Pk induces an edge of E� whose

label is labelðPkÞ ¼ �-sequence �k, 1 � k � q. That is,

1. The set of vertices Vk � V covered by Pk, 1 � k � q, is
fvk1; vk2; . . . ; vkmk

g,
2. The union of the Vk is V , and
3. The label of Pk; �-sequence, �k, is

D=�ðvk1; DÞTk1D=�ðvk2; DÞTk2 . . .D=�ðvkmk
;DÞTkmk

D=�ðvkw;DÞTkw;

where, for 1 � j � mk, T
k
j ¼ ðIkj =Ok

j Þ is a transfer sequence

from �ðvkj ; DÞ to vkjþ1, vkmkþ1 ¼ vkw, and vkw is any member of Vk.

So, when Pk, a path whose label is �k, 1 � k � q, is contained in the

solution P of G, then

1. vkj , 1 � j � mk, is d-recognized in �k,

2. �ðvkj ; DIkj ÞjÞ, 1 � j � mk, is d-recognized in �k, and

3. tailðPkÞ is recognized in �k.

The labels �1; . . . ; �q of paths P1; . . . ; Pq form an �-set. From the

elements of the �-set, a set of transfer sequences, called T-set, is

formed as a set of labels of subpaths R1; . . . ; Rp of paths P1; . . . ; Pq
such that each element Ti of T-set is labelðRiÞ, where

fRi : i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; pg ¼ fðvkj ; �ðvkj ; DIkj Þ;D=�ðvkj ;DÞTkj Þ :

1 � k � q and 1 � j � mkg:

Thus, headðRiÞ is recognized in some �k because D is applied to

headðRiÞ and tailðRiÞ is recognized in some �k because tailðRiÞ is

�ðvkj ; DIkj Þ to which D is applied. The set of paths P1; . . . ; Pq and the

set of subpaths R1; . . . ; Rp are included in G0 as edges in E� � E0
and in ET � E0, respectively, in order to facilitate the recognition of

vertices in the label Q of the solution P. Moreover, a test segment

for each edge of G is included in G0 as edges in EC � E0 in order to

verify every transition of M in labelðP Þ ¼ Q. Furthermore, two

more sets of edges are included in G0 as edges in E" � E0 and in

E00 � E0 to increase the connectivity of the vertices in G0.
Formally, G0 ¼ ðV 0; E0Þ is obtained from G ¼ ðV ;EÞ as follows:

. V 0 ¼ V [ U 0, where U 0 ¼ fv0i : for every vi 2 V g and
E0 ¼ E [ E� [ ET [ EC [ E" [ E00,

. E� ¼ fðheadðPkÞ; ðtailðPkÞÞ0;�kÞ : 1 � k � qg: for every �k,
ðtailðPkÞÞ0 is recognized in �k;

. ET ¼ fðheadðRiÞ; ðtailðRiÞÞ0;TiÞ : 1 � i � pg: for every Ri,
ðtailðRiÞÞ0 is recognized in some �k;

.

EC ¼ fðv0i; ð�ðvi; xDIkj ÞÞ
0; ðxDIkj Þ=�ðvi; xDIkj ÞÞ :

ðvi; vj;x=yÞ 2 Eg :

ð�ðvi; xDIkj ÞÞ
0 is recognized;

. E" ¼ fðv0i; vi; "Þ : vi 2 V g;

. E00 is a subset of fðv0i; v0j;x=yÞ : ðvi; vj; x=yÞ 2 Eg such that
G00 ¼ ðU 0; E00Þ has no tour and G0 is strongly connected.

Once G0 is formed, an RPP P 0 of G0 is found that contains all

edges in E� [ EC . Since G0 is obtained from G, P 0 represents a

path P of G. It is proven in [13] that, for each edge of G, P satisfies

conditions 1) and 2) above and, thus, Q ¼ labelðP Þ is a checking

sequence of M that starts at v1. In [13], an RPP P is found through

two steps. First, the minimal symmetric augmentation G00 of

ðV 0; E� [ ECÞ, which may be produced by adding edges from E0, is

found. If G00, with its isolated vertices removed, is connected, G00

has a Euler tour and this forms P . Otherwise, a heuristic is applied

to make G00 connected and a Euler tour is formed. If G00 is

connected, P is an RCPP over E� [ EC [13].

3.2 The Proposed Enhancement

Our enhancements to the solution in [13] are based on modifying

the definition of G0.

3.2.1 Modification 1

The first modification is on the formation of the elements of the

�-set. We observed that, if the final section of an �-sequence is not

required, unlike in [13], to end in a section within its own body,

then the lengths of some �-sequences can be reduced, which may

reduce the overall length of a checking sequence. We call

an�-sequence that does not necessarily end in a section within its

own body an �0-sequence. The following is an outline of a

procedure that constructs the �0-sequence labelðPkÞ, 1 � k � q,
called �0k as opposed to �k in [13], which can be used to form the

Pk of G: Choose subsets Vk � V (1 � k � q) of V whose union is V

and order the elements in each Vk, giving Vk ¼ fvk1; vk2; . . . ; vkmk
g,

1 � k � q. Given a Vk, obtain �0k as:

�0k ¼ D=�ðvk1; DÞTk1D=�ðvk2; DÞTk2 . . .D=�ðvkmk
;DÞTkmk

D=�ðvk0w;DÞTk
0

w ;

where Tkj ¼ ðIkj =Ok
j Þ is a (possibly empty) transfer sequence from

�ðvkj ; DÞ to vkjþ1 for 1 � j � mk, v
k
mkþ1 ¼ vk

0

w and vk
0

w is contained in

any Vk0 , 1 � k0 � q and 1 � w � mk0 .This definition differs from that

for �k in [13] in one important way: Unlike �k, the final section of
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an �0k need not be contained in this �0k, but could be contained in

any �0k0 . Thus, every �k is an �0k, but the converse is not true.
Using the definition of �0k, the set of labels �01; . . . ; �0q of paths

P1; . . . ; Pq , called an �0-set, can be formed. From the definition of

�0k, it follows that, given an �0k,

1. vkj , 1 � j � mk, is d-recognized in �0k,

2. �ðvkj ; DIkj Þ, 1 � j � mk, is d-recognized in �0k, and

3. tailðPkÞ is recognized in some �0k0 , 1 � k0 � q.
Example 1. Consider the �-set and �0-set for FSM M0, in Fig. 2,

where D ¼ aba and empty transfer sequences are used in

forming every �k and �0k. The �-set for M0 is f�1; �2g, where �1,

the label of P1 ¼ ðs5; s4;�1Þ, is

D=�ðs5; DÞD=�ðs2; DÞD=�ðs4; DÞD=�ðs1; DÞD=�ðs2; DÞ

and �2, the label of P2 ¼ ðs3; s2; �2Þ, is

D=�ðs3; DÞD=�ðs1; DÞD=�ðs2; DÞD=�ðs4; DÞD=�ðs1; DÞ:

The �0-set for M0 is f�01; �02g, where �01, the label of

P 01 ¼ ðs5; s4;�01Þ, is

D=�ðs5; DÞD=�ðs2; DÞD=�ðs4; DÞD=�ðs1; DÞD=�ðs2; DÞ

and �02, the label of P 02 ¼ ðs3; s2;�02Þ, is D=�ðs3; DÞD=�ðs1; DÞ. It

is observed that the final section of �02 (the application of D at

s1) is contained in �01 but not �02. Thus, �02 is not an �-sequence

and the �0-set contains seven instances of D while the �-set

contains 10 instances of D. As we shall show later, the

difference between �0k and �k may have a significant impact

on the length of a checking sequence.

3.2.2 Modification 2

The second modification is in the formation of the elements of the

subset EC of E0 and stems from the following two observations:

Since labelðPkÞ, 1 � k � q, starts with the application of D, the head

of Pk is recognized and, since labelðRiÞ ¼ Ti, 1 � i � p, starts with

the application of D, the head of Ri is recognized. Thus, an �0k or Ti
can be used to verify the end state of a transition in forming a test

segment for that transition. These properties of �k or Ti were not

utilized in [13] and their use will also contribute to the reduction in

the length of the checking sequence.
These two modifications give rise to the following changes in

the definition of G0 ¼ ðV 0; E0Þ:

1. Replace all occurrences of �k by �0k,
2. Replace EC in [13] by

EC ¼ fðv0i; vj;x=yÞ : ðvi; vj; x=yÞ 2 Eg;

3. Eliminate E and E".

Condition 1 ensures that �0k is used rather than �k; Condition 2

stands for the test segments for all edges of G since each edge in EC

terminates at a vertex in V and is to be followed by an edge leaving

a vertex in V whose label is either an �0k or Ti; and Condition 3

eliminates a precautionary measure in the previous definition of

G0 ¼ ðV 0; E0Þ in [13] to provide connectivity that is now guaranteed
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Fig. 2. FSM M0 represented by G ¼ ðV ;EÞ.

TABLE 1
Edges of EC

Fig. 3. G0 ¼ ðV 0; E0Þ with �-sequences.



without these edge sets. Since these changes do not alter the

semantics of the definition of G0 ¼ ðV 0; E0Þ, a path P 0 of G0 that

contains all edges in E� [ EC is an RPP of G0 over E� [ EC . It is

proven in [13] that this path is in fact a path P of G and, for each

edge of G, P of G satisfies Conditions 1 and 2. Thus, it follows that

the label Q of P is a checking sequence of M that starts at v1.

Example 2. Consider now the problem of generating a checking

sequence for FSM M0 in Fig. 2 using the algorithm from [13], the

�-set f�1; �2g given earlier, and the test segments in Table 1.
In Table 1, a label of the form Lijr represents a test segment,

which ends at sr, for a transition from si to sj. This leads to the
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Fig. 4. G00 ¼ ðV 00; E00Þ with �-sequences.

Fig. 5. G0 ¼ ðV 0; E0Þ with �0-sequences.

Fig. 6. G00 ¼ ðV 00; E00Þ with �0-sequences.



digraph shown in Fig. 3 in which the edges from E and E"

(which are used for connectivity) are not shown and dashed
lines are used for the edges that are not in E� [ EC .

Here, E� is fðv5; v
0
4;�1Þ; ðv3; v

0
2;�2Þg and ET is

fðv1; v
0
2;T1Þ; ðv2; v

0
4;T2Þ; ðv3; v

0
1;T3Þ; ðv4; v

0
1;T4Þ; ðv5; v

0
2;T5Þg. T h e

minimal symmetric augmentation of the edge set E� [ EC of
G0 is now produced: This is the smallest symmetric digraph G00

that can be formed from E� [ EC by adding edges from G0.
Digraph G00 is shown in Fig. 4. Since G00, with its isolated
vertices removed, is connected by a Euler tour, P of G00 exists
and the label of P forms a checking sequence [13].

This leads to the checking sequence, of length 92, repre-
sented by the following:

L112; L212; L252; T2; L441; L124; b=x; L531; a=x; a=x; �1; b=x;

L512; a=x; b=y; �2; T2; L452; T2; b=x; b=y; L352; T2; b=x; b=y; L341:

Consider now the use of the �0-set f�01; �02g and the
modification proposed in this paper. The digraph G0 is shown
in Fig. 5, in which all the edges except the edges in E� [ EC are
represented by dashed-lines. Here, the set E� is
fðv5; v

0
4;�01Þ; ðv3; v

0
2;�02Þg and ET is as above.

Note that, as mentioned earlier, each edge from V represents
an �0k or Ti and, thus, a sequence that recognizes its initial node.
It follows that the inclusion, in a tour, of an edge e from EC
leads to the inclusion of a test segment for e. Thus, a tour that
includes every edge in EC must include a test segment for every
transition. The minimal symmetric augmentation of the edge
set E� [ EC , formed by adding edges from G0, is G00, which is
shown in Fig. 6. G00 is connected and thus has a Euler tour,
which leads to the following checking sequence, of length 61,
and, thus, to a reduction of one third in the checking sequence
length:

b=y;D=�ðs1; DÞ; b=y;D=�ðs1; DÞ; a=x; �01; a=x;D=�ðs4; DÞ; a=x;
D=�ðs2; DÞ; b=x;D=�ðs5; DÞ; a=x; b=y; �02; a=x; a=y;D=�ðs1; DÞ;
a=x; b=y; b=x;D=�ðs5; DÞ; a=x; b=y; a=y;D=�ðs4; DÞ:

3.3 Comparison between Two Approaches

First, we note that the methods proposed in this paper and that
given in [13] involve solving the RCPP for digraphs of the same
order. They thus have the same algorithmic complexity. Then, we
compare the relative lengths of the sequences that are constructed
by the two methods. For this, we will first consider an infinite class
of FSMs and focus on our claim that: �0-sets yield shorter
sequences than �-sets. It will transpire that the elements of this
class have �0-sets that are significantly smaller than the corre-
sponding �-sets. This shows that the proposed improvements are
significant for a range of FSMs. After this analytical comparison,
we will give the results of an empirical study performed on the
lengths of sequences that corroborates the analytical comparison.

The �-set and �0-set produced for an FSM M are defined by the
digraph GT ¼ ðV ;ET Þ in which ET ¼ fheadðRiÞ; tailðRiÞ;Tig: Each

�-sequence and �0-sequence is formed from a path in GT . Given GT ,
derived from an FSM with n states, there is always an �0-sets

formed from no more than 2n edges of GT . We will now consider a
class of such digraphs, with n ¼ 2m, for which any �-sets is

significantly larger than this. Given m, consider GT
m ¼ ðVm;ET

mÞ,
where Vm ¼ fv1; . . . ; v2mg; for all i, 1 � i � m, there is an edge in
ET
m from vi to viþ1 mod m; and, for all i, m < i � 2m, there is an edge

in ET
m from vi to an element of fv1; . . . ; vmg. This is illustrated in

Fig. 7. It is straightforward to show that each GT
m may arise from a

real FSM.
Consider a minimal �-set that may be produced from GT

m. Each
vj 2 fvmþ1; . . . ; v2mg leads to the inclusion of the �-sequence: an
initial edge to some vi, the cycle back to vi, and one further edge.
Thus, the�-set contains m sequences, each comprised ofmþ 2 edges

from GT
m and, so, Oðm2Þ ¼ Oðn2Þ edges from GT

m. As noted above,
there are �0-sets formed fromOðnÞ edges ofGT

m. Here, such an �0-set

may be formed in the following way: Create one �0-sequence �01 in
the form of an edge from vmþ1 to some vi, then the cycle followed by

one further edge. For each vertex vj 2 fvmþ2; . . . ; v2mg, there is a
further �0-sequence generated from the path of length 2 from vj
since the second edge is contained in �01. Thus, if each edge from

GT
m has cost at most c (c � jDj), then an �-set generated from GT

m

must have size of Oðcn2Þ, while there is an �0-set with size OðcnÞ.
Further, the costs of the test segments is of OðcjXjnÞ and, thus, this
difference, in the sizes of the �-set and �0-set, is significant and

grows more significant as the number of states increases. This class
of examples also shows that, in general, �-sets have size Oðcn2Þ,
while �0-sets have size OðcnÞ. Moreover, since every �-set is an

�0-set, any checking sequence allowed by the method of [13] is
allowed by the method proposed in this paper, that is, reduction in
the lengths of checking sequences achieved by the method of [13]
occurs over a larger set of checking sequences when our

modifications are applied.
In order to further investigate the differences in sizes of �0-sets

and �-sets, 10 digraphs representing GT were randomly generated

for each FSM in the set of: FSMs with 10 states, FSMs with 20 states,
FSMs with 30 states, and FSMs with 50 states. In each case, the
number of edges used from GT was recorded. The results, which
are summarized in Table 2, suggest that �0-sets are significantly

smaller than �-sets and that this difference increases as the number
of states increases. This observation is consistent with the
analytical comparison given above.

4 CONCLUSIONS

This paper has introduced a method, for generating checking
sequences that enhances that given in [13] in two ways. First, the

notion of �-sequences has been generalized to �0-sequences.
Essentially, an �-sequence �k must end in a section from within
its own body while an �0-sequence �0k can end in a section from
within the body of some other �0-sequence �0k0 . Thus, while every

�-sequence is an �0-sequence, the converse is not the case. The use of
�0-sequences, as opposed to �-sequences, allows two main advan-
tages: �0-sequences may be shorter than �-sequences and using

�-sequences increases the set of checking sequences over which
optimization occurs.
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Fig. 7. The digraph GT
m.

TABLE 2
Mean Sizes of Randomly Generated Sets
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The second improvement upon [13] is based upon the
observation that an �0-sequence may be used to check the final
state of a transition. This property is utilized, in the generation of
checking sequences, to allow overlap between the �0-sequences and
the test segments. This further contributes to a reduction in the
length of the checking sequence.

The method given in this paper might be further enhanced in
two ways. First, the connecting transitions might be chosen from
the set of transitions of the given FSM M during optimization,
rather than being drawn from a cycle-free subset (E00) found prior
to optimization. This may be achieved by including a copy of each
transition and relying upon properties of the optimization
algorithm, which starts with the production of a minimal
symmetric augmentation, that guarantee that the set chosen is
cycle free. Second, prefixes of the distinguishing sequence may be
used to recognize states.
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Abstract—We show that, in any given uniform orientation metric plane, the

shortest network interconnecting a given set of points under a fixed topology can

be computed by solving a linear programming problem whose size is bounded by a

polynomial in the number of terminals and the number of legal orientations. When

the given topology is restricted to a Steiner topology, our result implies that the

Steiner minimum tree under a given Steiner topology can be computed in

polynomial time in any given uniform orientation metric with � legal orientations for

any fixed integer � � 2. This settles an open problem posed in a recent paper [3].

Index Terms—Steiner trees, shortest network under a fixed topology, uniform

orientation metric plane, linear programming.

æ

1 INTRODUCTION

LET p1; p2; . . . ; pn be n terminal points (whose locations are fixed) in
a plane with distance function d and pnþ1; pnþ2; . . . ; pnþm be m

Steiner points (whose locations are to be determined) in the same
plane. A topology for these terminal and Steiner points is a graph
T ¼ ðV ;EÞ, where V ¼ fv1; v2; . . . ; vnþmg is the set of ordered
vertices (with vi corresponding to pi) and E is the set of undirected
edges. A network T under topology T is obtained by mapping
vertex vi to location l½i� such that l½i� ¼ pi for i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n. The cost
of a network T is the sum of edge costs where the cost of each edge
is measured using the distance between the locations of its two end
vertices:

costðT Þ ¼
X

ðvi;vjÞ2E
dðl½i�; l½j�Þ: ð1Þ

The shortest network under topology T is a network T under

topology T with the minimum possible cost. A shortest network

under a given topology T can be obtained by finding the optimal

locations of the Steiner points which correspond to an optimal

solution to the following optimization problem:

min
l½nþ1� ;...;l½nþm�

X
ðvi;vjÞ2E

dðl½i�; l½j�Þ: ð2Þ

Problem (2) has been studied extensively under the name

multifacility location problem (see [1], [2], [12], [18], [19], [22], [23],

[24] and the references therein). It also has important applications

in the computation of Steiner minimum trees when T is a tree

graph where the degree of vk is less than or equal to 3 for k ¼
1; 2; . . . ; n and exactly 3 for k > n. Such a topology is called a

Steiner topology and a shortest network under a Steiner topology

T is called a Steiner minimum tree under topology T . The Steiner

tree problem with Euclidean and rectilinear distances has attracted

much attention due to its applications in telecommunications and

in design of printed circuit boards [4], [5], [7], [8], [9], [10], [13].
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